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Research QuestionResearch Question

Does information disclosure about a corrupt local politician
affects the political party?
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Identification StrategyIdentification Strategy

Random audits in Brazilian local governments 

Neighboring governments sharing media coverage to

the audited town (Novel Data)

Build a Corruption Index using Machine Learning and

Text Analysis Tools (New Contribution)



Institutional BackgroundInstitutional Background



Brazilian MunicipalitiesBrazilian Municipalities

Lowest level of public administration in the country

Responsible for providing goods and services 

Municipal revenues are generated by taxes and transfers



Political SystemPolitical System

Multi-party system at local and higher governments

More than 30 parties participate in local elections 

Two main parties have dominated the race for president

since the democratization of the country (PT and PSDB)



The Audit ProgramThe Audit Program





Audit and Election TimelineAudit and Election Timeline



Fairness of the lotteryFairness of the lottery

t-tests on the sample means

Numbers allocated and selected



Allocated NumbersAllocated Numbers



Selected NumbersSelected Numbers



The effect of the auditThe effect of the audit
investigationinvestigation
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Voters recognise party labels and act accordingly



Empirical StrategyEmpirical Strategy

ΔE  =pit β  +0 β  Audit  +1 pit−s ν  +s X  δ +i
T η  +p τ  +t ε  pit

ΔE  pit

where:

is the electoral outcome in elections, municipal or presidential

Audit  pit−s equals 1 if the municipality was audited before elections

and zero if audited after elections

ν  s state dummies

X  i municipal characteristics

η  p
party fixed effect

τ  t time fixed effect



Geographical SpilloversGeographical Spillovers
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Voters in nearby municipalities recognise party labels and act

accordingly



Audited MunicipalityAudited Municipality



Informed NeighboursInformed Neighbours



Empirical StrategyEmpirical Strategy

ΔE  =pjt β  +0 β  Audit  +1 pit−s ν  +s X  δ +j
T η  +p τ  +t ε  pjt

ΔE  pjt

where:

is the electoral outcome in elections, municipal or presidential

Audit  pit−s equals 1 if the neighbouring municipality was audited before elections

and zero if audited after elections

ν  s state dummies

X  j municipal characteristics of the neighbours

τ  t time fixed effect

party fixed effectη  p



ResultsResults







Strong electoral effect of the audit on the electoral

outcomes of the party 

In nearby areas voters do not respond to an audit

investigation

Voters in areas sharing media coverage behave similarly

in presidential elections

Summary of the FindingsSummary of the Findings



Intensity of CorruptionIntensity of Corruption



The effect of the policy may be dependent on the amount of

disclosed corruption

Corruption IntensityCorruption Intensity



Classification of InformationClassification of Information

Different format across reports



Indication of fraud in procurement process

Payments for non executed services

Non actualisation of pupil's cadastral information

Example of a summaryExample of a summary



Indication of fraud in procurement process

Payments for non executed services

Non actualisation of pupil's cadastral information

Example of a summaryExample of a summary

Classification problem is reduced from 172, 768 pages to

classifying 104,337 phrases



Words and combination of words (bigrams and n-grams)

words: fraud, collusion, fake

combination of words: procurement simulation

Severe irregularities are related to Procurement Process,

Over-invoicing, and Diversion of Resources

Text ClassifierText Classifier



I create the principal component of a series of variables

The number of pages, the number of lines, the number of images,

and the total amount irregularities summarised for each report

The latent component is the underlying corruption in the

municipality

Corruption MeasureCorruption Measure



Title TextTitle Text

Distribution of the Corruption MeasureDistribution of the Corruption Measure



Common VariationCommon Variation



Empirical StrategyEmpirical Strategy

ΔE  =pjt β  +0 β  Audit  +1 pit−s β  C  +2 pit−1 β  Audit  ×3 pit−s C  +pit−1

ν  +s X  δ +j
T τ  +t η  +p ε  pjt

if i=j effect on the audited municipality itself

coefficient of interestβ  3



Corruption Intensity:Corruption Intensity:
ResultsResults









In presidential elections, areas sharing information flow behave similarly

Parties to blame and shame each-other

In nearby municipalities, in local elections, voters react only if disclosed

corruption is high enough

 There is no differential effect of the audit in the audited municipality in local

elections

Consistent with opposition using these audit reports to attack the

incumbent party

Findings: Intensity of CorruptionFindings: Intensity of Corruption



Alternative InterpretationsAlternative Interpretations



These findings may be consistent with another

explanation

Vote-Buying

Alternative InterpretationsAlternative Interpretations







ConclusionsConclusions



Strong electoral effect on the party in the presidential elections

(audited and neighbours)

Electoral effect on the party in neighbouring municipalities in

local elections

The spillovers are larger than the direct effect

ConclusionsConclusions



These results are relevant towards better understanding the role

of political parties as controlling authorities

Electoral accountability as an important way to fight corruption

Add to the literature that considers audits as a tool to combat

corruption

Spillovers from an anti-corruption program which we must take

into account for cost-benefit analysis

ImplicationsImplications


